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Softcover Western

Sagebrush

October
ALLAN VAUGHAN ELSTON Stage Road To Denver

Denver, 1876. When Terry Woodford rides in with his partner, Slim, he dreams of showing Colorado how to save starving cattle by herding them
to lush grazing grounds in the mountains. What he doesn't expect, is trouble with Milo Patterson, kingpin of the city. Terry learns how Patterson
cheated a dying miner, Frank Barber, and his family out of seven quarts of gold stashed on the roof of his cabin. And now Patterson is wooing
Frank's beautiful niece, Faith, while running a crooked gambling joint. Terry vows to find the gold and get it back to its rightful owners – and to
put a stop to Patterson's shady dealings. It's time for a showdown, and a thousand eyes will be watching...
282pp

T.T. FLYNN Riding High

When the tall stranger rides quietly into town, nobody pays him much mind. Another drifter, they think, on his way to St. Jo. But Mike Shafter is
anything but a drifter – he means to stay in Azul. And before the night ends, he will challenge the power of the Wolcotts, who own Azul Lock.
He will defy their order to leave town, and furthermore, he will slap down the vicious Wolcott nephew, contemptuously refusing to go for his
gun. Finally, he will take on Con McCloud, who has beaten and killed on Wolcott orders. For that matter, Mike Shafter will take on the whole
town, because he knows that somewhere nearby lies the answer to his father's death and the murder of his best friend.
252pp

November
BENNETT FOSTER Blackleg Range

Drying skeletons, where once the herds prospered; Texas killers where once the range knew peace... This is Price Thorn's homecoming. Men fight
over water rights. Cowmen battle sheepmen. A kid is shot because he's seen too much. Rana County had been torn apart before Price came
home. But never, till now, has any range seen such war as Price unleashes on his land-greedy, cattle-grabbing, lead-throwing "neighbors." One
man, though, can make a stand against a county full of trouble...
264pp

JACKSON GREGORY The Splendid Outlaw

Hal, a Bear Track Ranch top hand, is a good-looking, decent young fellow when sober, but hell on wheels when drunk. In Queen City, they call
him "Outlaw" and hate to see him coming. He arrives to escort a party of boss Oscar Estabrook's relatives and friends to the ranch, where Old
Pompey Estabrook has put Oscar in charge. While Hal waits for the train, in another drunken rage, he tangles with Big John Brent, a powerful
itinerant preacher – who will soon be an asset when he learns that Oscar is in debt to heartless "Prince" Victor Dufresne, a clever gambler and
murderer. Can Hal and John spoil Victor's game and save Oscar and the Bear Track from sure ruin?
336pp

December
WILLIAM COLT MACDONALD Six-Gun Melody

Melody Madigan is a cowpuncher who ordinarily leaves trouble alone. But when it comes in the form of a man with a gun in his hand, looking
for him, he's the last man to back away from it. There's Bull Badgely, one of the surliest gunmen who ever shot an unarmed man. And there's
the tough gang led by the Du Sang brothers – slick, conniving rustlers who are trying to starve out their rivals. So when Melody meets the lovely
Jerry Norris and learns of her family's plight, he reckons he's found a cause to get behind. But the Du Sangs make powerful enemies, and it isn't
long before Melody is staring down the barrel of a six-gun...
240pp

ROBERT J. STEELMAN The Holdout

The Civil War is almost over and up to now, Charlie Calloway has been a deserter, a compulsive gambler, and an irrepressible con man. But he
is determined to reform for the love of Lorna, his erstwhile sweetheart, who left him to work with the destitute in San Francisco's Chinatown.
Thus begins an odyssey filled with misadventure. When the Union Army dubs him a spy, he hides in their midst and even manages to deal the
Confederates a major blow. Later, Charlie toils with the Amish in Pennsylvania, rallies with suffragists in Kansas, and is quite rudely abducted by
scalp-hungry Sioux. In San Francisco, he faces a showdown with Little Pete, the Chinese warlord who's as powerful as he is ruthless...
252pp
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Softcover Western

Linford

October
RORY BLACK Iron Eyes The Spectre

Having delivered the body of wanted outlaw Mason Holt to the sheriff at Diablo Creek, infamous bounty hunter Iron Eyes collapses, badly
wounded, and his would-be sweetheart Squirrel Sally desperately tries to find a doctor. However, Sally is unaware she is heading into a perilous
uncharted desert where a mysterious tribe of Indians lives. Then when Holt's older brothers discover their sibling is dead, they vow revenge and
set out after the man who killed him. Soon, both outlaws and Indians realize how dangerous Iron Eyes is...
208pp

TERRY JAMES Legacy Of A Gunfighter

Following his release from prison, all gunfighter Luke Nicholls wants is revenge against William Grant, the man who almost killed him.
Unfortunately, when the two meet, things don't go as planned. He’s struck down by a mysterious malady and more complications arise when
a woman, out to avenge the murder of her husband, tries to enlist his help. He refuses – but Grant has other ideas. Dragged into a fight for
survival, the odds are suddenly stacked even higher against Luke...
264pp

CALEB RAND Whitewater Run

Thinking that being on the run can be no worse than the torment of phoney incrimination and punishment, Billy Finch escapes from the
brutal prison of Great China Wash. Riding many miles south, a vengeful search leads Billy to Walnut Bench and its sheriff, Bigg Harmer, who
is also seeking the same man. Billy decides to strike a deal, and joins a posse of hard-bitten gunmen and outlaws with prices on their heads
in a thrilling action-packed trip across the border into Mexico.
224pp

CORBA SUNMAN Fort Hatred

Captain Slade Moran rides to Fort Tipton in West Texas on the hunt for a deserter, Trooper Clark, who is also wanted for the murder of two
soldiers. It seems a straightforward case: find Clark and bring him to justice. But as Moran investigates, he finds that all is not as it seems. A
friend of Clark's suspects that he's been framed, and hints at a conspiracy of silence at the fort. Moran vows to uncover the truth – though
it might just be at the cost of his own life...
240pp

November
DOUG BLUTH The Homesteader's War

Former Union soldier and Colorado rancher Ned Bracken wants nothing more than to enjoy a quiet life with his family. When raiders burn his
ranch and kidnap his wife, Ned is pushed too far. Now he's out for blood, and determined to find his beloved wife, Betsy. In a race against
time, Ned must battle outlaws, tie-down artists, and ghosts from his past to rescue her – and to redeem himself in his own personal war...
288pp

MATT COLE Gunpowder Empire

When Luke Bragg comes to Preston Gulch to claim the sheep ranch his uncle left for him, he finds himself in the middle of a range war with
the valley's two biggest cattle ranchers. The cattlemen claim that Bragg's sheep are killing the grass by nibbling it too close and trampling
the roots. Then when the daughter of another rancher comes to town after the murder of her father, the truth about the killing sends the
valley into chaos...
256pp
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Softcover Western

Linford

ALEX HAWKSVILLE The Defenders

Ex-bounty hunter Jubal Thorne wants nothing more than to settle down to a peaceful life when he rides into Brewlins, Wyoming. Caught up in
a bidding wrangle for a local ranch with Abbey Watt, he buys the land and she buys the steers. But trouble is brewing with powerful cattleman
Chas Stryker, who wants the spread for himself. When Thorne finds the former owner of his ranch shot dead in his own house, he knows he'll
be defending his claim with his six-gun...
272pp

GEORGE SNYDER The Gunman And The Angel

Beautiful Mandy Lee enjoys an elegant and genteel life in North Carolina, but hides an unconventional past. Raised by gunfighter Dan Quint,
Mandy is quick on the draw and harbors a burning need for revenge against Monte Steep, the man who murdered her family. And when she
learns that Dan, who has his own reasons for hunting Steep, has finally tracked him down, she has to decide whether to forego her life of luxury
and her rich fiancé to rejoin him on his quest for vengeance.
352pp

December
SAM CLANCY Even Marshals Hang

When it comes to fighting outlaws, Josh Ford, Deputy United States Marshal, is hell on wheels – and this time, he'll need to be. Two other
lawmen have disappeared in the Moose River Mountains, and the trail leads to Stay, a small town under the heel of a brutal vigilance
committee led by a killer known only as The Judge. After Ford is forced into a gunfight, and then sentenced to hang, the stench of death only
gets stronger. They were warned. They've never seen the likes of Ford!
264pp

WILL DUREY Black Hills Gold

Since the signing of the Laramie Treaty, the tribes of the Plains have practiced their nomadic lifestyle within the boundaries of the lands set
aside for their use. The tenuous peace is maintained. One word, however, uttered at a riverside meeting, raises Wes Gray's concern that white
men might soon breach the borders of the Great Sioux Reservation and bring with them, the turmoil of war. The object of their trespass? To
gain that for which men will risk all: gold.
232pp

ROB HILL Dead Man At Snake's Creek

Ten years ago, Johnny Hartford left Credence, Texas, to become a Pinkerton Agent in Chicago. Now on his return, everything has changed: his
dying father will barely speak to him, his brother is running wild, and longhorn rustling is rife. Determined to make amends with his family
and catch the cattle thieves, Hartford turns to old Sheriff Milton for help – but then a prominent local rancher is shot in the back, and Hartford
discovers that almost everyone in the town has a reason for wanting him dead.
232pp

LEE LEJEUNE A Sack Full Of Dollars

John Smiley is a traveling entertainer. As he and his son, John Junior, and daughter, Katie, are approaching the small township of Silver Spur
in Kansas, they run up against Black Bart and his gang. Bart, a notorious gunman, demands money, and carbine-whips John Junior. Smiley,
however, is a skilled boxer and humiliates the outlaw, leaving Bart hell-bent on revenge...which leads to a series of dark and bloody events
when the family reach their destination.
280pp
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Hardcover
October
DILLY COURT A Village Scandal
Village Secrets Series
The No.1 Sunday Times bestselling book!
1869: It's spring in Little Creek and wedding bells are ringing. After their hasty marriage the Christmas before, Daisy is overjoyed
to be finally marrying dashing Jay properly, in front of the whole village. But then, on the evening of their wedding, Jay disappears.
Daisy doesn't know if Jay is dead or alive. And what's more, without her husband, she has no means of supporting herself or her
household. Refusing to give up hope, Daisy must draw on all her strength and courage – after all, she has people who depend
on her. But the secret of Jay's disappearance is more scandalous that she could ever have imagined...
Saga – 480pp

ANNA JACOBS Christmas In Peppercorn Street
The Peppercorn Street Series

“I did not want it to end!” “...was hooked from the first page.” Readers' Reviews
Christmas is fast approaching, but for some living at the top end of Peppercorn Street, the mood is far from festive. Luke
Morgan is not getting on with his teenage daughter. In a nearby village, Claire Small is trying to avoid her sadistic ex who is
stalking her. When Claire and Luke are thrown together by a car accident caused by her dog, Luke invites Claire, her delightful,
small daughter, and their lovable dog to take refuge in his home. Can the presence of strangers help to rebuild the relationship
between Luke and his own daughter? And will this Christmas give them the best present of all – a new family – or will Claire's
ex, again, cause trouble?
General Fiction – 306pp

ROSIE JAMES Front Line Nurse

“Fantastic war saga very enthralling and feel good factor... Highly recommended.”
“A delightful story to read.” Readers' Reviews
Angelina Green never knew her mother, who left her in a box by the East London docks on a freezing November night when she
was a baby. Saved by a local orphanage, she knows she owes her life to the kindness of others, and she's determined to repay
her debt by working as a nurse. Strong, kind and patient, Angelina is a natural on the ward. In the depths of WWI, however,
more nurses are needed, and so Angelina is soon on her way to France. As war rages around her, a chance meeting with a
familiar soldier sends Angelina's whole world into turmoil. Can she hold her nerve, save the men – and protect her heart?
Saga – 270pp

November
JIM ELDRIDGE Murder At The Natural History Museum
Museum Mysteries
London's famous museum holds a deadly secret...
1895. When the newly dubbed 'Museum Detectives' are asked to investigate deliberate damage to a dinosaur skeleton at
the Natural History Museum, there is evidence that the fossil-hunting mania of the notorious Bone Wars in America may have
reached their shores. But for Daniel Wilson, famed for his involvement in the Jack the Ripper case, and renowned archaeologist
Abigail Fenton, events soon take a sinister turn. A museum attendant is found dead in an anteroom by none other than the
infamous theater manager, Bram Stoker, who it seems may have had a personal connection with the deceased. Facing pressure
both from an overseas business and local celebrity, Wilson and Fenton must rely on their talents and instincts to solve their
most puzzling case yet.
Mystery – 372pp
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Hardcover
December
KITTY NEALE A Daughter's Ruin

“An inspirational story.” “Outstanding.” Readers' Reviews
Seventeen-year-old Constance has had a privileged upbringing in Clapham, but her parents have always been cold and distant.
Craving affection, Constance falls into the arms of Albie Jones, the cook's grandson. But one fateful encounter leaves her
ashamed and pregnant, and she is soon shunned from the family home. Heartbroken and threatened by scandal, Constance
is forced to wed Albie and moves to Battersea, where she suffers unforgiving stares and cruel whispers from the neighbors.
Trapped in a bitter and loveless marriage without a penny to her name, Constance has no choice but to stay and surrender.
Will she ever find freedom – or happiness – again?
Saga – 438pp

CAROL RIVERS Christmas Child
Victorian Saga Romance Series

“Surely one of the best saga writers of her time.” ROSIE CLARKE
“Brings the East End to life – family loyalties, warring characters and broken dreams. Superb.” ELIZABETH GILL
London, 1880. A dying Irish girl clutching her new-born baby drags herself to the sanctuary of an East End orphanage. The
nuns raise Ettie O'Reilly as their own and provide her with the love and education she might never have had. But the lives
of the nuns and orphans are soon crushed by a powerful and greedy bishop. Separated from friends and family, Ettie doesn't
know who to trust. And when the boy who promised his undying love and loyalty betrays her, Ettie's world starts to crumble.
Does she have the courage and wisdom to face the demons she long ago learned about from the Sisters of Clemency? Will the
resolution of an undiscovered and painful secret be her making – or breaking?
Saga – 402pp

LJ ROSS The Shrine
DCI Ryan Series
After a long and eventful winter, DCI Ryan and his team are looking forward to the joys of spring. But, when one of their
colleagues is shot dead on her own doorstep and the brass think it's an inside job, Ryan finds himself drafted in to investigate.
He's barely scratched the surface when reports flood in of a terror explosion at Durham Cathedral. Chaos descends on the
sleepy, historic city and when the smoke clears, they find a priceless artefact that once belonged to Saint Cuthbert is missing.
With tensions running at an all-time high, and unable to trust the local police, can Ryan and his team bring a killer to justice...
and restore Cuthbert's cross to its natural resting place?
Crime – 246pp

Softcover

Frontlist

October
EDWARD MARSTON Fear On The Phantom Special
Inspector Robert Colbeck Series

“...fine storytelling, marvelous characters...and a sneaky mystery, too.” SHERLOCK MAGAZINE
Hallowe'en, 1861: A special train steams across the Lake District at night on its way to a place notorious for its record of supernatural
incidents. The mood is boisterous on board as the passengers fortify themselves with alcohol in preparation for the frights ahead.
When the train stops suddenly in front of a raging fire, the leader of the group heroically sprints off to investigate. But he does not
return...
Inspector Colbeck and Sergeant Leeming are called in to investigate this peculiar occurrence. With some believing the missing man is
the victim of a ghost said to haunt the site, and no discernible trace of the man anywhere to be seen, this will prove to be a puzzling
case indeed for the Railway Detective.
Mystery – 354pp
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Softcover

Frontlist

October
REBECCA TOPE Secrets In The Cotswolds
The Thea Osborne Series

“Another great read.” “An absorbing series.” Readers' Reviews
Thea Slocombe is struggling to entertain her stepchildren through the long summer holiday while her husband, Drew, works, so she
keenly accepts a new job house-sitting in Barnsley, near Bibury. However, her commission proves to be far from relaxing when she
stumbles across a woman hiding among some bushes. The woman's story is thin and incoherent, but Thea agrees to offer her sanctuary
for the night. When her guest is found dead the next morning, Thea turns to the police for help, but their preoccupation with a major
animal trafficking investigation means she is effectively on her own. As she digs deeper into the deceased's background, she discovers
a tangled web of lies, secrets, and at least three very likely suspects...
Mystery – 354pp

December
FERN BRITTON Daughters Of Cornwall

“...ideal holiday reading.” WOMAN “A warm, easy read...” DAILY MAIL
1918: The Great War is over, and Clara Carter has boarded a train bound for Cornwall – to meet a family that would once have been
hers. But they must never discover her secret...1939: Hannah has always been curious about her mother's mysterious past, but the
outbreak of the Second World War casts everything in a new light. As the bombs begin to fall, Hannah and her brothers are determined
to do their bit for the war effort – whatever the cost. 2020: Caroline has long been the keeper of her family's secrets. But now, with
her own daughter needing her more than ever, it's time to tell the truth – to show Natalie that she comes from a long line of women
who have weathered the storms of life, as hardy and proud as the rugged Cornish coastline...
General Fiction – 482pp

DOUG JOHNSTONE The Big Chill
Skelfs Series

“Gripping.” THE OBSERVER
Haunted by their past, the Skelf women are hoping for a quieter life. But running both a funeral directors' and a private investigation
business means trouble is never far away, and when a car crashes into the open grave at a funeral that matriarch Dorothy is
conducting, she can't help looking into the dead driver's shadowy life. While she uncovers a dark truth at the heart of Edinburgh
society, her daughter, Jenny, and granddaughter, Hannah, have their own struggles. Jenny's ex-husband, Craig, is making plans that
could shatter the Skelf women's lives, and the increasingly obsessive Hannah has formed a friendship with an elderly professor that
is fast turning deadly...
Thriller – 459pp

Softcover

Backlist

October
REBECCA TOPE Peril In The Cotswolds
The Thea Osborne Series

“As Rebecca Tope tells it, every rural idyll is blighted by underlying menace.” DAILY MAIL
Thea Slocombe, formerly Osborne, is trying to settle into normal family life with Drew and his two children in the village of Broad
Campden. But any sense of cozy domesticity is shattered when Thea finds the naked body of a neighbor in a freezer. Unconvinced that
the swift conclusion the police reach is the right one, Thea is compelled to follow her nature and investigate the case herself. But what
repercussions might there be for her, Drew, and those with whom they share this corner of the Cotswolds?
Mystery – 336pp

December
EDWARD MARSTON A Christmas Railway Mystery
The Railway Detective Series

“...makes a cozy, light read suitable for winter evenings, especially around Christmas.” NEW YORK JOURNAL OF BOOKS
December, 1860: The morning shift at the Swindon Locomotive Works is about to begin, and an army of men is pouring out of the
nearby terraced houses. Frank Rodman should have been among them, but he is destined for the grave sooner than he might have
expected. Christmas is fast approaching, and the last thing Inspector Colbeck needs is a complex case. As he wrestles with one crime,
he is alarmed to hear of another – the abduction of Superintendent Tallis. Colbeck and Leeming find themselves in a hectic race to
solve a brutal murder before rushing off to Kent in a bid to save the superintendent's life.
Mystery – 384pp
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Softcover Romance
October
SHEILA DAGLISH A Gift For Celestine
The village of St Justin is happy for archaeologist Alex to create a festival exhibition in the château beside the Dordogne. The highlight of the
display is a fabulous necklace, a gift for a local girl who, centuries ago, was loved by the Lord's son. But the jewels bring danger for Alex –
and to vineyard owner Raoul. Raw from past betrayals, he denies his attraction to her. But Alex knows there can be no true love, no future
for them, without trust...
336pp

JAN JONES A Scholarly Application
Society blue-stocking Lilith Fitzgilbert is the last person anyone would expect to create a scandal. Maverick antiquarian Edward Makepeace
is the last person anyone would expect to take on a female scholar. When Lilith perforce retires from London for a month to join Edward's
excavation of the Devil's Ditch near Newmarket, neither of them expects to fall in love...
400pp

WENDY KREMER A Woman's Place
Sarah Courtney has lived with her aunt and uncle since her father died. When Ross Balfour catches her eye, she has no expectation of
marrying him – until they accidentally fall into a compromising situation, and he offers for her hand to save her reputation. Ross's plan is that
Sarah can receive her inheritance and fulfil her dream of opening an apothecary's shop. Love will never enter into it...or will it?
256pp

FENELLA J. MILLER The Duke's Ward
Major Richard Sinclair unexpectedly finds himself the heir to a dukedom, and therefore responsible for a widowed duchess and her three
daughters. He will set things in order, and then return to his military duties. Or so he thinks... Lady Amanda Sinclair has been managing the
household since her father's demise. Can an aristocrat like her teach a rough soldier how to be a successful duke?
360pp

EVELYN ORANGE Mediterranean Mystery
Leda unexpectedly finds herself companion to her great aunt on a Mediterranean cruise. Assuming it will be a boring holiday, her horizons
change as she explores the ports of call, and discovers that Aunt Ronnie is lively company. There's also a handsome ship's officer who seems
to be attracted to Leda, plus intriguing fellow passenger Nick, who's hiding something. Added into the mix is a mystery on the ship – which
becomes a voyage with unforeseen consequences...
328pp

ALAN C. WILLIAMS Firestorm
1973: Debra Winters has started a new life for herself as a teacher in a small Australian outback town. Given the responsibility of updating
the school's fire protocol, she is thrown together with volunteer firefighter Robbie Sanderson, and there's a spark of attraction between them.
However, it's bushfire season, there's an arsonist on the loose, and Debra and Robbie find themselves in danger...
328pp

November
JILL BARRY The Christmas Visitor
Rich man's daughter, Eleanor, is horrified when her father invites disgraced nobleman, Rupert, to join the family Christmas house party.
But when the pair meet by accident, she finds him attractive, then is dismayed to learn his identity. Rupert and his valet fit in well, while
gentle scheming by the indispensable Mr Steadman enhances Eleanor and Rupert's dawning relationship. Upstairs and downstairs, romance
blossoms – but can both his Lordship and his valet make amends for their past mistakes?
264pp

VICTORIA GARLAND Finding Prince Charming
After a disastrous first night, Eleanor abandons London's West End for her grandparents' home in the Scottish Highlands. But her plans to
lie low are foiled when she's asked to save the village panto. With an old flame waiting in the wings, some real-life ‘ugly sisters’ making
mischief, and a Hollywood star setting her pulse racing, Eleanor finds more than she bargained for. Will she also find her Prince Charming
and get the happy ending she deserves?
328pp

SUSAN JONES Hats Off To Love
Denise had landed her dream job at 'Something Special' fashion boutique...until an accident put paid to her start date. When her new hobby
grew into a small business, her boss, shop owner Craig, was willing to lend his full support. So why was work colleague Jeannie so jealous?
He was a free man. In Paris at the fashion weekend, Craig revealed his intentions. Denise knew she had to leave. Like the delicate butterfly
on Sadie's roses, love always escaped her...
328pp
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Softcover Romance

DAWN KNOX With All My Heart
Germany, 1938. Anti-Jewish feeling is increasing and when Miriam and Rebekah's parents are killed in a bomb attack, the girls are snatched
from their lives of wealth to be abandoned in an orphanage. There, the sisters meet fellow Jew, Karl, and the three young people are assisted
out of Germany on the Kindertransport train. Miriam and Karl feel a connection, but circumstances part them before they reach England.
How can they possibly find each other again?
328pp

PENNY OATES Swan Princess
Young ballerina Gina is struggling following the death of her mother and the failure of her choreographer father's new ballet. Trying to
support her father and save the ballet company, she is outraged when rich, brooding businessman Jude Alexander criticizes her approach and
offers to become a partner. His money could solve all their problems – but she suspects his motives, and vows to fight him tooth and nail...
320pp

SARAH SWATRIDGE Dead Ringer
When Lizzie Holden drives a wagon into the town of Jacob's Creek, Connor Riordan is smitten. Though she is betrothed to Jeremiah Newham,
Lizzie slowly begins to realize her fiancé is not all he seems. And her arrival has inspired disquiet amongst the townsfolk – for Lizzie bears
a striking resemblance to Elizabeth King, a young woman who turned down a rich suitor to marry one of her father's ranch hands – and
perished when her homestead was burned to the ground...
264pp

December
SUSAN JONES Her Own Robinson Crusoe
Serena Winter normally reports on local events for a travel magazine. Now, she's landed her dream job in the Caribbean. On the Atlantic
crossing, she's seated next to a grumpy stranger. Her job is to report back on anything interesting in the islands. The kindness of locals – and
someone special – keeps her heart in the Caribbean. But what about when the time comes to leave?
336pp

DAWN KNOX Heart Of Ice
Germany, 1938. The escalation of anti-Jewish attacks prompts Kurt's mother to send him to England, but when he's boarding the ship, he's
mistakenly given a stranger's suitcase. Whilst attempting to return it to its owner, he meets Eleanor, but his humble circumstances discourage
him from meeting her again. Their paths cross later at RAF Holsmere where Kurt is a pilot and Eleanor a WAAF, but is there too much death
and destruction to consider taking a chance on love?
328pp

WENDY KREMER Kiss Me, Kate
When Kate Parker begins work as the new secretary at a domestic head-hunting company, the last thing she expects is to fall for her boss!
Ryan Hayes is deliciously appealing. But beautiful and elegant Louise seems to have a prior claim to him, and what man could resist her
charms? Plus, an old flame makes an appearance in Kate's life. Could she and Ryan have a future together – especially after Louise comes
out with a shock announcement?
256pp

SARAH PURDUE One Good Turn...
Fiona will do anything for her best friend, even looking after her dog, Archie. When Archie pulls yet another stunt, they are rescued by Tom
and his impeccably trained dog, Dixon. When Tom offers to help with Archie's training, Fiona can't refuse and finds herself falling in love. But
Tom has secrets which threaten their relationship. Can Fiona learn to trust again or risk losing her happy ever after?
264pp

ZARA THORNE Christmas At The Ginger Cat Café
Jilted at the altar, Isla Marchant isn't feeling very festive this Christmas. So when her aunt and uncle invite her to run their café while they're
away, she seizes the chance. Short of one member of staff, Harry Anderton turns out to be the perfect solution. With Harry by her side, can
she contain her growing feelings and give the people around her the celebrations they deserve?
200pp

SUSAN UDY Legacy Of Fear
In a desperate bid to escape the scandal that follows the unexpected death of her husband, Alicia Cornell flees to Poltreath. But it soon
becomes clear that someone there recognizes her – and is intent on blackmail. Suddenly, all the people she knows become suspects. Can it
really be one of them? And if so, which one? Is her secret about to be exposed, just when she believed she was safe?
376pp
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October
ALISON BOOTH The Philosopher's Daughters
“A lyrical tale of wild frontier Australia. Evocative, insightful, thought-provoking.” KAREN VIGGERS
London, 1891: Harriet Cameron and her beloved sister, Sarah, have been brought up by their father, radical thinker James. But when
adventurer Henry Vincent arrives on the scene, the sisters' lives are changed forever. Sarah marries Henry and embarks on a voyage
to Australia. Harriet must decide whether to help her father with his life's work or to devote herself to painting. When James dies
unexpectedly, Harriet follows Sarah to Australia, and afterwards into the outback, where she is alienated by the casual violence and
great injustices of life there. Her rejuvenation begins with her friendship with an Aboriginal stockman and her growing love for the
landscape. But this fragile happiness is soon threatened by murders at a nearby cattle station and a menacing station hand who
is seeking revenge.
Historical Romance – 366pp

NOELENE JENKINSON Fossicker's Gully
“One of her best.” “A good read.” Readers' Reviews
When journalist Amy Randall is abducted at gunpoint by her sister-in-law, Kelly, and left in an old mine tunnel to die, she is lucky
to escape. Allowing Kelly to believe her sinister plan has succeeded, Amy goes into hiding to investigate. Local policeman Alex
Hammond, her childhood crush and her brother's lifelong friend, agrees to help, and offers Amy a place to stay at his apartment.
What is Kelly hiding, and why does she seem bent on revenge against the Randall family? It's a race to uncover the truth before
Kelly finds a new victim, and meanwhile, Amy and Alex draw closer.
Romantic Suspense – 228pp

JENN J. MCLEOD House Of Wishes
Finalist for the Romance Writers of Australia’s Romantic Book of the Year award 2020

“A wonderful description of the Australian countryside mixed with some love, caring and warmth.” Readers' Reviews
Dandelion House, 1974: Two teenage girls – strangers – make a pact never to tell their secret. Calingarry Crossing, 2014: For forty
years, Beth and her mom have been everything to each other. But Beth is blindsided when her mother dies, and her last wish is to
have her ashes spread in a small-town cemetery. Nearby is Dandelion House Retreat. With her stage career waning, and struggling
to see a future without her mom, her marriage and her child, Beth hopes it's a place where she can begin to heal. It's not; but
after a fateful encounter with a local landowner, Tom, Beth is intrigued by his stories of the cursed centuries-old house. Tom has
the answers, but will the truth help Beth? Or should Dandelion House keep its last, long-held secret?
General Fiction – 498pp

CRAIG SISTERSON Southern Cross Crime

“A valuable and illuminative resource for crime fiction fans everywhere.” BOOK'D OUT
Australian and New Zealand crime and thriller writing is booming globally. Neighbors that are siblings in spirit but vastly different
in landscape, antipodean authors offer readers a blend of exotic and familiar, seasoned by distinctive senses of place, outlook, and
humor, and roots that trace to the earliest days of this genre. Southern Cross Crime is the first comprehensive guide to modern
Australian and New Zealand crime writing. From coastal cities to the Outback, leading critic Craig Sisterson showcases key titles
from more than 200 storytellers, plus screen dramas ranging from Mystery Road to Top Of The Lake. Fascinating insights are added
through in-depth interviews with some of the prime suspects who paved the way or instigated the global boom, including Michael
Robotham, Paul Cleave, Emma Viskic, and many more.
N/F: General – 366pp
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November
LIAM MCILVANNEY All The Colours Of The Town
The Conway Trilogy

“An authentic, atmospheric and ambitious debut.” VAL MCDERMID
When Glasgow journalist Gerry Conway receives a phone call promising unsavory information about Scottish Justice Minister, Peter
Lyons, his instinct is that this apparent scoop won't warrant space in 'The Tribune'. But as Conway's curiosity grows and his leads
proliferate, his investigation takes him from Scotland to Belfast. Shocked by the sectarian violence of the past, and by the prejudice
and hatred he encounters even now, Conway soon grows obsessed with the story of Lyons and all he represents. And as he digs
deeper, he comes to understand that there is indeed a story to be uncovered – and that there are people who will go to great
lengths to ensure that it remains hidden.
Mystery – 372pp

S.R. WHITE Hermit
After the puzzling death of a shopkeeper in rural Australia, troubled detective Dana Russo has just twelve hours to interrogate the
prime suspect – a silent, inscrutable man found at the scene of the crime, who simply vanished fifteen years earlier. Where has
he been? And just how dangerous is he? Without conclusive evidence linking him to the killing, Dana must race against time to
persuade him to speak. But over a series of increasingly intense interviews, Dana is forced to confront her own past if she wants
him to reveal the shocking truth...
Mystery – 480pp

December
LUKE HORTON The Fogging

“A really great debut.”
“Brilliant. A new Australian voice, telling an important story. You've got to read this book.” Readers' Reviews
Tom and Clara are two struggling academics in their mid-thirties, who decide to take their first holiday in ten years. On the flight
over to Indonesia, Tom experiences a debilitating panic attack, something he hasn't had in a long time, which he keeps hidden from
her. At the resort, they meet Madeleine, a charismatic French woman, her Australian partner Jeremy, and their young son Ollie. The
two couples strike up an easy friendship, and the holiday starts to look up – even to Tom. But when Clara and Madeleine become
trapped in the maze-like grounds of the hotel during the fogging – a routine spraying of pesticide – the dynamics suddenly shift,
and the atmosphere of the holiday darkens...
Literary – 246pp

BENJAMIN STEVENSON Either Side Of Midnight
“Kept me guessing right up to almost the very end.”
“There are enough twists to keep the reader guessing.” Readers' Reviews

TV presenter Sam Midford delivers the monologue for his popular current affairs show ‘Midnight Tonight’. He seems nervous, and
the crew are convinced he's about to propose to his girlfriend live on air. Instead, he pulls out a gun and shoots himself in the
head. Sam's grief-stricken brother, Harry, is convinced his brother was murdered. But how can that be, when one million viewers
witnessed Sam pull the trigger? Only Jack Quick, a disgraced television producer in the last days of a prison sentence, is desperate
enough to take Harry's money to investigate. But as Jack starts digging, he finds a mystery more complex than he first assumed.
And if he's not careful, he'll find out first-hand, that there's more than one way to kill someone...
Mystery – 390pp
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